
NOT YOUR 
BARBIE

An online event talking about: 
Self-Acceptance, Appearance Anxiety 

Presented by:
MA-Arts, Enterprise and Development
The University of Warwick



Event Name: Not Your Barbie

Event Theme: Self-Acceptance, Stop Appearance Anxiety

Time: 11：00 am on 24th June

Location: Online 

Target Audience: Mainly from Conventry but also from all over the
world

Basic Information of the Event



1
3D Exhibition Tour

3
Beauty History Sharing

2
Collage Video

4
Performance Art

Content of the Event

5
Ending - Film Clip 



Aim: Introducing the background of “Body Shaming”
with the imagery of “Barbie”

Content: 10 pieces of artworks of Body Shaming

We will create a virtual exhibition, audiences will
follow our guiding video to see amazing art pieces
in our virtual gallery. (Link to the gallery will be
shared at the end of our event)
We collect artworks from artists and also create
some by ourselves. 

3D Virtual
Exhibition 
Tour



3D Virtual 
Exhibition Tour

We have 5 walls in the room. 
1 wall - Searching what is beauty

Virtual Gallery Design:

3 walls - Trying to fit in existing standard of beauty
1 wall - Finding out what is "The Real Beauty"



Collage Video

Theme: Find yourself, Accept yourself
Duration: About 10 minutes
Style: American Vintage Collage
Main protagonist: Darbie 

We will tell a story of a girl named
Darbie through a collage-style video.
The whole story is about how Darbie
accept herself  gradually.



Darbie is a social media influencer. As she
becomes popular on the Internet, she receives
more judgments from others. Some of the
comments hurt her a lot. Darbie becomes
anxious about her appearance. 

Fortunately, she finally gets rid of her anxiety
with help from her partner and friends. She sets
up a new channel to share experiences of
overcoming appearance anxiety and accepting
herself. 

Collage Video

-British Born Chinese
-Influencer on social media platforms
-Growing up in a single-parent family
-Lack of confidence in relationships



Form: 
A video to show the History of Beauty and
the Diversity of Beauty.

Aim: 
Through showing the diversity of beauty in
different countries in different times to
lead audiences to know the ever-changing
public opinions about being beautiful and
improve audiences’ sense of self-
acceptance.

Beauty History Sharing



Form: 
Dressing up an ordinary girl named Darbie (made by
the fabric dummy) for 3 different occasions(school, 
 interview, dating) in interaction with audiences, and
showing different opinions from her friends and
parents, social media and the public that influence her
decisions in different stages. 

Aim:
Through showing the process of an ordinary girl of
pursuing beauty in her life, to evoke audiences’
emotional resonance of being defined. 

Performance Art



Form: 
Film clip (collecting the classic scenes about female
power and self-acceptance and cut them together in a
short video)

Aim: 
Arouse the audience's emotional resonance and
direct audiences to think about accepting themselves
and enjoying every beauty.

Ending - Film Clip



Marketing Plan

Aims: 
1.Developing audience for the event 
2.Sharing our opinions on this issue
3.Helping audiences register for the event 

Platforms: 
Online - Instagram, Twitter, Facebook
Offline - University of Warwick/City of
Coventry 

Promotion Period: 
Around 3 weeks, the intensive
promotion will happen during the
week of 14th - 20th June. 

Official Name: NotYourBarbie



Online Contents: 
We will constantly post content related to
Appearance Anxiety/Self-Acceptance on
social media. The contents will follow the
storyline of “Searching/Trying/Finding out
the Beauty”

Cooperative partners:
-University departments 
& organizations
-Social media accounts that care
about the same problem.

Post reference
Credit to: i_weigh, thefemalewarhol

Marketing Plan How to deliver contents:
Photo/Illustration
/Graphic/Official poster
/ BTS photos/BTS videos



Thank you!

NotYourBarbie Marketing Team:

Lanlan.Zhang@warwick.ac.uk
Siying.Li.1@warwick.ac.uk
Yi.Pan@warwick.ac.uk
Yutong.Chen.3@warwick.ac.uk


